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The digital age has brought about a new set of challenges and
opportunities for students. School leaders must be prepared to address
these challenges and opportunities in order to create a safe and supportive
learning environment for all students.

The Digital Citizenship Handbook for School Leaders is a comprehensive
guide to empowering students in the digital age. This handbook provides
school leaders with the knowledge and tools they need to create a culture
of digital citizenship in their schools.

What is digital citizenship?

Digital citizenship is the responsible use of technology and the internet. It
involves understanding the ethical and legal implications of online behavior,
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as well as the impact of technology on society.

Digital citizens are able to make informed decisions about how they use
technology, and they are able to use technology to create a positive impact
on the world.

Why is digital citizenship important?

Digital citizenship is important for students because it helps them to:

Stay safe online

Make responsible decisions about their online behavior

Understand the ethical and legal implications of their online actions

Use technology to create a positive impact on the world

How can school leaders create a culture of digital citizenship?

School leaders can create a culture of digital citizenship in their schools by:

Providing students with digital citizenship education

Creating and enforcing clear rules and expectations for online behavior

Modeling good digital citizenship behavior

Providing students with opportunities to use technology for good

The Digital Citizenship Handbook for School Leaders is an essential
resource for school leaders who want to create a safe and supportive
learning environment for all students in the digital age.

This handbook provides school leaders with the knowledge and tools they
need to create a culture of digital citizenship in their schools.
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Chapter 1: What is Digital Citizenship?

Digital citizenship is the responsible use of technology and the internet. It
involves understanding the ethical and legal implications of online behavior,
as well as the impact of technology on society.

Digital citizens are able to make informed decisions about how they use
technology, and they are able to use technology to create a positive impact
on the world.

Chapter 2: Why is Digital Citizenship Important?

Digital citizenship is important for students because it helps them to:

Stay safe online



Make responsible decisions about their online behavior

Understand the ethical and legal implications of their online actions

Use technology to create a positive impact on the world

Chapter 3: How Can School Leaders Create a Culture of Digital
Citizenship?

School leaders can create a culture of digital citizenship in their schools by:

Providing students with digital citizenship education

Creating and enforcing clear rules and expectations for online behavior

Modeling good digital citizenship behavior

Providing students with opportunities to use technology for good

Chapter 4: Digital Citizenship Education

Digital citizenship education is an essential component of a well-rounded
education. It should be taught in schools starting at a young age.

Digital citizenship education should teach students about the following
topics:

Online safety

Digital ethics

Digital literacy

The impact of technology on society

Chapter 5: Rules and Expectations for Online Behavior



In order to create a culture of digital citizenship in schools, it is important to
have clear rules and expectations for online behavior.

These rules and expectations should be developed with input from
students, staff, and parents.

The rules and expectations should cover the following topics:

Cyberbullying

Online harassment

Copyright infringement

Plagiarism
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